Perinatal audit tool to improve maternal and newborn healthcare outcomes in Pakistan

Studies show that early signs of a patient getting sicker are not always picked up by medical staff, which can cause delays in providing the patients with appropriate care including transferring them to intensive care units. In these cases, criterion-based clinical audits with explicit standards based on national and international guidelines can help healthcare providers to ensure better patient care (1). To address this need, researchers used the current “National Early Warning Score sheet,” which is based on physiological observations (such as heart and respiratory rate) to help medical staff recognize early signs of intensifying sickness in a patient, prompting them to request a medical review (5). The country soon adopted a national early warning score to standardize patient assessment procedure and to provide timely responses across care providers or units (5). Confidential Enquiries into Maternal and Child Health, recommends using this audit tool for the obstetric population (6).

Data from hospitals in Pakistan show an increase in the rate of caesarean sections in recent decades. Approximately 40-50% of hospital deliveries are abdominal deliveries and almost 80% of these deliveries are emergency sections (8-10). These emergency sections result in a number of maternal morbidities and, at times, mortality (9-11). There is a need to adopt simple tools like the national early warning score to improve patient care in countries with high maternal and perinatal mortality like Pakistan.

The charts below show improved maternal and newborn health outcomes with the implementation of national early warning score sheet and perinatal audit in managing obstetric patients during non-working hours (after 1700 hours and before 0800 hours) at secondary level hospitals in Karachi, Pakistan.

Figure 1: National early warning score

Figure 2: Scoring and clinical responses to national early warning scores
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